| Edit Mode

| Play Mode
Change Pattern

Reset/Clear All Patterns

Punch Record

Selected voice only: Press any pad
All voices at once: hold shift + any

Press Encoder down while
starting the machine

When rec is lit you can punch in beats. Auto-quantized
shift+ any pad clears the recording of that voice (1-8)
shift+rec clears the entire pattern (all voices at once)

Mute/Unmute Press encoder for 1 sec. Pads 1-8 Mute/Unmute voices
Skip/Jump hold skip and press any pad, release skip to resume

| Chaining

hold skip and press any pad to skip steps (shorter pattern)
Skip
Accent / Modulation
hold any pad and use encoder to adjust the modulation value of
that step.
holding shift changes the value in finerincrements

top pads
select the voice
bottom pads
select chain step

Change
pattern
in slot

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
enable chain steps hold rec and press bottom pads to toggle on/off
assign pattern to step press a bottom pad to select, then turn encoder

| MIDI Setup
SETUP
Enter setup: hold encoder + shift 4 seconds. Exit setup: press encoder
Press a pad to select voice then send MIDI notes to “learn” the note

| Tools
direction of the track.

forward,

reverse,

pendulum,

random

values 1-4 reduce trigger probability per step. 5=unchanged.
6-8 randomly replaces steps with other patterns (auto remix)
track rate multiplier
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When Lit voice sends MIDI CC
When Lit selected voice sends velocity
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| Global Functions

tools
on/off

8 levels of swing
hold drill and light any bottom pad to create pattern
then release drill and press and bottom pad to drill
turn encoder to change drill rate

* tool affects all voices at once when shift is held

sets MIDI channel

Select Voice

roll encoder

to select any voice 1 to 8

Tempo hold tempo +

to increase/decrease, or tap tempo

SYSEX Dump

SYSEX Receive

at startup

at startup

